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1. Introduction

In the United States, residential and commercial buildings use forty percent of energy
consumed, equivalent to about 39 quadrillion British thermal units, per year (1). In such an
energy expending industry, performance analysis tools evaluate building design relative to
energy use and allow designers to simulate an array of alternative designs to determine the best
overall building model. Building Energy Modeling, or BEM for short, is a term coined to
represent a comprehensive group of advanced and intricate performance analysis tools. BEM
applications allow the user to de ne building details such as construction materials and
geometry, heating ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC) equipment, refrigeration, water
heating, and schedules for building operation, occupancy, lighting, and plug-loads. The
so tware combines these inputs with local weather trends to determine the impacts of how
energy is expended relative to overall use, costs, and the environment. In short, BEM so tware
predicts the energy use of a building.
BEM simulations are derived from physics based calculations and use temperature and
heat low relations as well as equipment and material performance data to simulate electric and
fossil fuel energy consumption for as precise as an hourly time-step. In addition, BEM so tware
can also quantitate additional measures such as visual and thermal comfort, indoor air quality,
carbon emissions, and water use, which are key factors relating to comfort and sustainability,
(themes essential to building design). BEM so tware can be applied to either new construction
or retro ts and can accommodate energy code compliance, rating systems, cost analysis, as well
as certi cation and incentive programs. BEM also has the potential to marry with real-time
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data to determine the optimum system of operations for a building, depending on operating
conditions and weather forecasts. BEM embodies sustainability, which is the maintenance of
resources while considering the e fects and needs of future generations. If we can predict
energy usage in a building, we can more e fectively adhere to attempts to benchmark and
decrease overall energy use in buildings.
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2. History of BEM

The rst seeds of Building Energy Modeling surfaced in the early 1970s. The U.S. Postal
Service emerged with the “Post O ce Program,” which studied energy utilization in post o ce
buildings. However, from a joint e fort between the Energy Research and Development
Administration (ERDA) and the California Energy Commission (CEC), the rst whole building
energy modeling tool CAL-ERDA birthed in 1977 (2). Subsequently, ERDA became the well
known U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), and CAL-ERDA was the rst of many iterations of
the “DOE” so tware line. In the 1980s, a handful of other groups released similar programs
listed below in table 1. At this time, the audience consisted of design engineers and architects
who desired to optimize the size of their HVAC equipment (3). In the early 90s, the Electric
Power Research Institute acquired rights to the development of DOE-2.2. Rather than
competing in this e fort, the DOE switched its e forts over to a reboot of the Department of
Defense’s BLAST engine. This new model, named EnergyPlus featured new capabilities, and its
modular engine was designed to be easier to maintain and update.

Entity

Software

Release Year

U.S. Postal Service

Post Office Program

1971

Energy Research and
Development Administration
(ERDA), California Energy
Commission (CEC)

CALERDA (DOE1)

1977

Department of Energy (DOE)

DOE2, 2.1

Late 1970s  Early 1980s

Department of Defense

Building Loads Analysis and
System Thermodynamics

Late 1970s  Early 1980s
4

(BLAST)
Carrier Corporation

Hourly Analysis Program
(HAP)

Late 1970s  Early 1980s

Trane Corporation

Trane AirConditioning
Economics (TRANE)

Late 1970s  Early 1980s

Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI)

DOE2.2

Early 1990s

Building Technologies Office
(BTO)

EnergyPlus (based on BLAST)

2001

Table 1.

Early BEM

More recently, in 2012, EnergyPlus was made available under an open-source license to
allow companies to modify and integrate the so tware to work with their own design
applications. An open-source product simply means the program is open to anyone for
inspection, modi cation, and enhancement. OpenStudio, developed by the National Renewable
Energy Lab (NREL), originally served as an EnergyPlus geometry plugin for the 3D drawing
program Sketchup. However, OpenStudio was reengineered and progressed into a powerful
so tware development kit, allowing third party users to cater applications to their own needs
(4). Since then, many other BEM tools have been developed featuring a diverse range of
capabilities and di ferentiating features.
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3. Current State of BEM

In current day, code compliance is an important driving force for BEM. With BEM,
building designers have the opportunity to estimate whether their building meets certain
requirements for incentive or certi cation based programs as well as minimum design
standards. On the other hand, BEM, if utilized appropriately during the initial design phases,
helps architects and engineers intentionally adjust their designs to ful ll requirements for
various programs. These programs can include standards such as ASHRAE 90 which outlines
minimum performance of various building subjects, the International Energy Conservation
Code or IECC, or the California Energy Commission for whole building performance. Even
before a building has been built, BEM can simulate performance using standard assumptions
and compare performance to a minimally compliant version of the same structure. Due to the
lexible nature of building code, BEM allows users to evaluate various performance options for
the optimum design even if there are many paths leading to compliance. In addition, rating
systems such as (but not limited to) Leaders in Energy and Environmental Design or LEED,
ASHRAE’s Building Energy Quotient (beQ), Home Energy Rating System (HERS) Index, and
Green Globes for existing or new construction are all examples of systems supported by BEM.
More speci cally, for instance in the case of a building contesting for LEED certi cation, BEM
is used to award credit points contributing to an overall point requirement for the certi cation.
However, as we will discuss later, most BEM is not being used to its maximum potential to
inform building design, but post design, as an obligatory means to achieve certi cation.
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The Department of Energy or DOE has taken a captain’s stance pertaining to the
ongoing development of BEM. Their vision is summarized by two quotes: “DOE can build it,”
and “DOE should build it” (2). Currently and in the recent past, the DOE has funded many
building energy modeling projects within the frames of Engine, Testing and Validation,
Interoperability, SDK or Middleware, as well as ready to use Applications. As mentioned earlier, the
Building Technologies O ce (BTO) o fers two major building simulation so twares, EnergyPlus
and OpenStudio, that are free and open-source to allow outside-developers to easily incorporate
the engines into their own products. In addition, the DOE has taken initiative to supply
resources including directories, libraries, data exchanges, auditing schemes, and even
sponsorships to directly increase knowledge of and accessibility to BEM. The goal: to make
BEM faster and easier for users (2). Quantitatively, the overall goal is for BEM to be used for
50% of new building and retro t square-footage resulting in a 20% decrease in design Energy
Use Intensity (EUI) by 2020.
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4. Technical Breakdown

In order for BEM to mature and move forward, it is important for stakeholders to
identify key barriers and formulate a plan for its expansion. The so tware construction of BEM
is characterized by three tiers: the engine, middleware, and “turnkey” applications (2). A BEM
user’s knowledge and understanding of the programming character progresses up the three
tiers as they become more advanced. The engine contains standard non-graphical physics
relations, and usually these relations are agreed upon uniformly across the eld. In the case of
BEM, these calculations relate to thermodynamics, luid low and combustion, heat transfer,
and material properties.
Designing the engine is reserved for so tware developers, and BEM users rarely
interfere with the so tware at this depth. The DOE o fers insight to third-party developers in
this stage, but many applications choose to utilize EnergyPlus and/or OpenStudio rather than
their own proprietary engines. Table 2 lists tools that use EnergyPlus and/or OpenStudio.

Uses EnergyPlus

Developer

Tool

DesignBuilder

DesignBuilder

AECOSim

AECOSim

CADSoftSolutions

gEnergy

ExpertApp

N++

EnSimS

jEPlus/JESS

ArchSim

ArchSim

Digital Alchemy

Simergy
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Uses EnergyPlus and
OpenStudio

Table 2.

BuildLAB

APIDAE

Autodesk

Insight360

Trane

TRACE 800 (beta)

Xcel Energy/NREL

EDAPT

CEC & NORESCO

CBECCCom

Sefaira

Sefaira Systems

Sefaira

Sefaira Architecture

Concept3D

Simuwatt

BEM Tools that use EnergyPlus or OpenStudio (2)

Table 3 lists tools that do not use EnergyPlus engines. Trace 700, supplied by Trane Inc.,
is utilized for study in Washington University’s HVAC I and II design courses. Trane is
currently working on a beta version of Trace 700, to be called Trace 3D Plus, which migrates
away from their proprietary so tware to the EnergyPlus Engine. Carrier is working on a similar
successor for their HAP program.

Developer

Tool

J.J. Hirsch, Energy Design Resources, CPUC

DOE2.2/eQuest

EnergySoft

DOE2.1/EnergyPro

Trane Inc.

TRACE 700

Carrier Corporation

HAP

Thermal Energy System Specialists, LLC

TRNSYS

Integrated Environmental Solutions (IES)

IESVE
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Environmental Design Solutions Limited
(EDSL)

TAS

University of Strathclyde, Scotland

ESPr

Tsinghua University, China

DeST

Table 3.

BEM Tools with Proprietary Engines (2)

The most popular BEM tool in 2014, according to use, was the
EnergyPlus/DesignBuilder/OpenStudio/Sefaira family, which accounted for 57% of BEM usage
(2). This was a signi cant jump from 16% in 2013. On the other hand, Trace 700 accounted for
only 2% of use, which was a signi cant drop from 24% in 2013. Speculatively, from a business
perspective, this sudden industry wide attraction to the EnergyPlus engine may be responsible
for the development of Trace 3D Plus. Other popular BEM tools include DOE-2.2/eQuest (8%)
which also su fered a signi cant drop from 29% in 2013, DOE-2.1E/EnergyPro (12%), Virtual
Environment IES-VE (7%), and HAP (2%). What’s so special about EnergyPlus you ask? Of this
popular BEM tools, only Virtual Environment o fers technical capabilities comparable to those
of EnergyPlus based so twares. Other aspects including speed, interface ease, interoperability
with other so tware, and calculation accuracy are also important to a tool’s success.
Stakeholders suggest tools that utilize EnergyPlus are generally more technically complete and
accurate, however it is also more di cult for developers to incorporate the program into
ready-to-use applications. AutoDesk, a well known so tware corporation explains their
gravitation to EnergyPlus in a few sentences:
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“We believe EnergyPlus is the most advanced whole building energy analysis engine available in
the market. Sure there are other engines that are better at speci c things, but when you add it
all up, we believe EnergyPlus usually comes out on top overall” (5).

St. Louis local Trane associate Jon Bell explains, on Trane’s decision to shi t Trace to the
EnergyPlus engine,

“I believe the proprietary engine that Trace 700 runs on is DOS based, and with my limited
knowledge of computer languages, I think they switched mainly because the changes they
wanted to make with Trace would simply require too much overhaul of the original engine, so
they opted to use Energy Plus which is better suited to these changes. Generally, I know that they
wanted to make modeling with Trace quicker and more intuitive. It seems that most modeling
tools have a very visually dominated interface, and in order to stay relevant, Trace needs to be
in line with these. Another thing Trace 3D Plus should address is that you can easily do a quick
analysis of a building, and then jump into a more complex model later, whereas in Trace 700
they both require almost the same time and e fort to perform. Finally, from what I heard in a
teleconference in February, Trace 3D Plus is supposed to be more geared towards energy
modeling. Trace 700 is more for load calculations, and I think with the path the industry is
taking, Trane needs powerful energy modeling so tware as well as load calculation. Trace 3D
Plus should be adept at both of these.”
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In addition to the features that have already lead EnergyPlus to dominate the market, an
organization not driven by pro t such as the BTO, will have a unique integrity to their products
and a desire to “get it right”. They will continue to apply features to enhance EnergyPlus and
OpenStudio.
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5. Barriers

Despite the initiatives to better BEM there are still signi cant barriers preventing the
most optimum utilization of its capabilities. In any industry, the two factors that are the
backbone behind any move are time and money. Green initiatives have done satisfactory in
promoting BEM use, but in a competitive business era, time and money will always be the
driving force. The New Buildings Institute (NBI) proposes from anecdotal evidence that only
20% of U.S. commercial building designs use BEM. In addition, they postulate that 80% of
building projects that use BEM do so just to demonstrate code compliance or achieve green
building certi cation. Furthermore, BEM is primarily used a ter the design has been nalized
and is non-in luential to the design decision making process to save time. Studies also show
that Trace and eQuest were the primary BEM tools used for LEED-certi cation, not due to their
capabilities, but because of their simplistic nature and convenience (2). In other words, they
require the least amount of work to achieve the desired outcome of a green building
certi cation.
But that’s just it; the desired outcome was not to design the most energy e cient
building possible but to design it just well enough to get the stamp of approval. In order to drive
and push rms to design for the big picture, sustainability of our earth, the backhand of the
initiative, that is the BEM applications, have to become less time consuming and more
monetarily advantageous to the building owner. We have to prove that using BEM to optimize
design will save costs pertaining to utility and building operations long term. Like any so tware,
BEM can be simpli ed down to an input/output relationship. The easier and faster it is for a
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BEM user to input design speci cations and the simpler, more accurate, and comprehensible
output data is, the more we can anticipate widespread BEM use.
In BEM, there is an array of inputs required in order to accurately predict energy
consumption. Unfortunately, depending on the stage of design, BEM users may not have access
to all of the necessary information the simulation my require. Coupled with simpli ed and/or
inaccurate algorithms, missing input data or incorrect assumptions can cause discrepancies
between prediction and actual energy consumption up to 30% (2). In fact, in a sample of LEED
certi ed new construction buildings, BEM over- or under-estimated the energy use intensity
(EUI) by an average of 50% or more (shown in gure 1). However, some believe, within the
sample, buildings were only modeled to comply with LEED requirements (late in the design
process), implying care was not taken to accurately model the buildings.

Figure 1.

Measure to Design EUI for sample of LEED certi ed buildings (7)

In an e fort to compensate for unknown inputs, BEM users have developed the strategy
of comparing design iterations to a baseline “box” design to isolate aspects of building
14

performance while controlling the impact of uncertain factors. Although this is e fective,
comparative design accuracy is di ferent from absolute accuracy. Simulations tend to have a
“blackbox” quality about them, meaning the contributions of each parameter of design are a
mystery to the user. For example, how are particulars of the building envelope such as
fenestration, glazing, thermal mass, or thermal bridging each contributing to overall energy
use versus parts of the HVAC equipment such as a chiller, boiler, or heat pump? It’s important
for users to understand how various factors impact overall energy use, but the e fects of
individual variables are usually buried in algorithms. On that note, engine/algorithm accuracy
is also a huge deterrent to the absolute accuracy of BEM tools. Approximations applied during
engine development sometimes over-simplify heat transfer and equipment energy principles
that directly a fect calculations. Lags in model library updates and simulation capabilities
compared to technological advancements (speci cally speaking to HVAC equipment) also
contribute to user frustration. In addition, it can be extremely time-consuming to transfer and
accurately lesh out detailed building geometry in BEM. Modi cations to the building
geometry, as the design progresses, can be considerably time-consuming. Furthermore, raw
outputs generally require a user to process and organize the data into a format appropriate for
presentations.

BEM User Experience
As we discuss Barriers that currently curb BEM applications from being availed to their
maximum potential, I would like to discuss my knowledge of and personal experience with
BEM in conjunction. The two programs up for discussion are:
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1. DesignBuilder
2. eQuest

DesignBuilder is one of the most popular tools developed for EnergyPlus and features
one of the most advanced interfaces with CAD capabilities, templates, and wizards (6).
Although DesignBuilder employs the free EnergyPlus engine, developers license the turn-key
application at a cost. Figure 2 demonstrates the work low of DesignBuilder. The user begins
with importing climate information for the proposed building’s location. This task is simple
enough, and requires the user to download an .epw le for weather data from the EnergyPlus
website.

Figure 2.

Work low of DesignBuilder (6)
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Next, the user creates a 3D depiction of the building. The user has the option of
importing a 2D DXF loor plan to guide the model construction. In my experience, I did not
have a properly modeled and “clean” enough loor plan to make use of the dxf tool, so I opted to
erect the model by referencing a pdf of the loor plan instead. Figure 3 shows the loor plan of
the building I modeled in DesignBuilder.

Figure 3.

DesignBuilder Example

In order to learn how to utilize the CAD functions in DesignBuilder, I referred to the
detailed user guide on the application website as well as a series of instructional user videos on
YouTube. The toolbar for modeling in DesignBuilder is not intuitive, but with outside help
17

resources a user should be able to understand how it works. The bulk of the di culties I
encountered with modeling in DesignBuilder had to do with how the model interacted with
construction speci cations (which are detailed later in the work low.) Walls and partitions are
initially modeled with a standard thickness, however, once the user speci es details for the
envelope including insulation and wall thicknesses, the adjustments take away from the square
footage originally speci ed with the model. This does not have a tremendous impact, but, as in
my case, if the user is not aware of this initially, it can be a time-consuming operation to x
considering relative placement of internal partitions.
Another interface related di culty with DesignBuilder is comprehension of the design
low and how changes are applied. A building model is broken down into into blocks and nally
zones as shown in the le t hand margin in gure 4.

Figure 4.

DesignBuilder Interface
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In the design I modeled, there is one building which is also a singular block with four zones
roughly representing the home’s two bedrooms, bathroom, kitchen, and living room. The user
can edit items in the activity, construction, openings, lighting, HVAC, outputs, and CFD tabs
(shown above the model) at either the building, block, or zone levels. Furthermore, the user can
edit speci c elements within the zone such as a particular wall or opening. The sequence of
authority is where confusion arises: edits made at the building level will alter every level
beneath it, edits made at the block level will alter every zone, and edits made at the zone level
will only a fect the features within that zone and so on. The user must pay close attention,
because if there have been changes made to each zone, the speci cations shown for the block
and building will not demonstrate this, and the information within those tabs inaccurately
represent the user’s choices. This confusion can be contained, though, if the user understands
the command hierarchy.
The most di cult and frustrating aspect of using DesignBuilder was not something
uncommon to other BEM tools. Entering information for the activity, construction, openings,
lighting, HVAC, outputs, and CFD tabs for each zone proved a daunting task. From scrolling
through provided templates, creating my own templates, creating templates within templates,
researching concepts and options I was unfamiliar with, and researching “best assumptions”
for data that had not been decided yet, the list goes on and on. The amount of speci cations
required seemed endless, and even more so because I was unsure of the accuracy of my inputs.
(Appendix A contains an semi-detailed excel spreadsheet of design decisions). The HVAC tab
ended up being the most di cult of all despite being the most important. DesignBuilder gives
users the option of designing a simple or detailed HVAC system. Overall, both “simple” and
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“detailed” HVAC options fell short for me. Simple HVAC provides users with a plethora of
standard HVAC systems to choose from. Unfortunately, the HVAC system I wanted to specify
was too uniquel for the available templates. I was, however, able to select an HVAC system
template similar to mine, but adjusting the options within the template to cater to my system
was too complicated for anyone less than an advanced user. I then tried to design my own
“detailed” HVAC system. I was able to successfully con gure the blueprint of the system,
(shown below in gure 5), but again, the complexity of options relating to performance of each
component were above the level of details I had for the system.

Figure 5.

Detailed HVAC

In the end, outputs from the simulation were fairly interesting, but it was impossible to
see how various aspects of the design contributed to the overall results. In summary, I want to
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emphasize that DesignBuilder is known for having one of the most advanced interfaces for
BEM. I do admire the level of detail and wide spread of output data, but the application has a
long way to go relative to user-friendliness.

eQuest, an enhanced DOE-2.2 derived energy simulation program, is a much easier
so tware to use and quick in producing results that help in making critical decisions in the
design phase. In contrast, EnergyPlus (DesignBuilder) aids in modeling complex systems and
can generate more accurate results but generally is more time consuming. eQuest’s wizard
allows for straightforward inputs and clear results, is intuitive enough for any design team
member to use, but does not o fer the depth of information a EnergyPlus based program can.
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6. Future of BEM

Building Energy Modeling is a rising partner in the building design industry. If
compared to the stages of human life, BEM is in its “rebellious teen” years. Capabilities and
applications of BEM have come a long way, but there is still a long way to go. To summarize
what was discussed previously in the Barriers section, one of the main issues with BEM is that
users don’t understand the overall value BEM can o fer to a project. To add value to BEM tools,
the value of BEM needs to be proven. Well documented and easy access examples of the energy
use of real-world buildings compared to their projected energy use from BEM tools can help to
li t stigmas associated with BEM. Stakeholders must be prepared to contribute to this library of
information, not only to increase BEM use, but also to demonstrate any shortfalls and/or
algorithm errors within BEM tools, speci cally EnergyPlus, which is beginning to drive the
market. To persuade BEM users to get on board, cost or tax based incentives may o fer the
necessary motivation to drive the BEM industry initially. Accountability and preparation is key
though: BEM users must be prepared to use tools to their fullest potential, and to do this, they
must be completely trained how to properly use applications.
Organizing the low of BEM so tware tools relative to the stages in a building design
project will make BEM use more feasible to the average engineering design consulting rm.
BEM users should have the ability to select to specify greater or lesser levels of detail, according
to how developed the design is and whatever time constraints they are limited by. This will
eliminate the frustration with not having enough information to run an accurate simulation
and, consequently, skepticism concerning results. In addition, BEM users will have the
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lexibility to run comparative design simulations and/or standalone simulations that produce
more accurate results the more detailed the inputs are.
Considering the recent push towards EnergyPlus and OpenStudio, researchers and
developers should focus e forts on developing these engines and making it simpler to
incorporate EnergyPlus into third party applications. We don’t need a bunch of average
engines; we need one engine that functions extremely well. With respect to the business side of
the so tware industry, third party developers should focus on creating a variety of products that
use the EnergyPlus engine as a basic platform. Then, they can add features to di ferentiate their
tools and make them competitive on the market.
Within third party applications, work should be done to elevate user-friendliness. Some
tools, such as DesignBuilder, o fer an accommodative help window to make the user more
comfortable with various operations within the program. However, most tools (even
DesignBuilder) provide little assistance to help users validate the credibility and viability of
their inputs. A solution would be for the program to automatically provide warning or error
messages to the user when their input is out of range of typical or expected values. This will help
eliminate some user error, whether the error is a result of a typo or if design decisions do not
meet conditioning needs or building standards.

Energy Modeling and Washington University’s MEMS Department
Washington University in St. Louis’s Mechanical Engineering & Materials Science
department o fers two courses relating to buildings and HVAC design: HVAC Analysis and
Design I and II, taught by Professor Harold Brandon. Professor Brandon has integrated Trane’s
23

Trace 700 analysis program into the courses to expose students to modeling of heating,
air-conditioning, and ventilation systems. Students are given a detailed worksheet that walks
through a procedure for modeling a sample building in the so tware to generate a yearly cooling
and heating load pro le. This program is optimal for the course, because given the short time
frame to devote to the so tware, it is simple and intuitive enough for students to use and
understand. Considering the current state of BEM, and the complexity of other BEM products
such as DesignBuilder, I recommend that the HVAC courses continue to use Trace for the time
being. On the other hand, when Trane releases its successor, Trace 3D Plus, I recommend that
Professor Brandon explore the new 3D modeling features available in this EnergyPlus based
version. As stated before in the quote by Jon Bell, with Tace 3D plus, users “can easily do a quick
analysis of a building, and then jump into a more complex model later.” This diversity in
modeling complexity will be advantageous for the time constraints of the course.
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7. Conclusion

Currently, stakeholders believe only 20% of new construction commercial buildings
utilize BEM, and the statistic is even lower for residential design. Commercial building
modeling costs can range from from $5,000 to $20,000, and stakeholders have di culty seeing
the incremental cost bene ts of BEM. In order to increase the value of BEM, developers need to
evolve their applications to better suite the needs of users. This applies both at the engine level,
particularly to the BTO’s EnergyPlus engine, as well as the application level, where third party
developers are responsible for the interface. Narrowing the scope of the BEM engine is a key
step: by focusing on improving one engine, that is EnergyPlus, outside developers will be able to
concentrate e forts on perfecting turn-key applications. Furthermore, BEM users need better
training as well as incentives to ensure they are properly using BEM in order to bene t from all
of the cost and energy saving possibilities. It’s clear that BEM is the future, because despite
“growing pains,” it o fers unlimited potential to optimize building performance and provide
sustainable design.
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Appendix A: DesignBuilder Decisions Record
Key:

(Continue to next page)
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Activity
Activity Template
Template
Sector
Zone type
Space condition category
Zone muliplier
Include zone in thermal calculation
Include zone in radiance daylighting calculations
ASHRAE 90.1 Settings
Lighting category
Floor Areas and Volumes
Floor area (ft2) (Internal)
Zone volume (ft3) (Internal)
Floor area (ft2) (External)
Zone volume (ft3) (External)
Occupancy
Density (people/ft2)
Schedule
Metabolic
Activity
Factor
CO2 generation rate ((ft3/min)/(btu/h))
Clothing
Winter clothing (clo)
Summer clothing (clo)
Generic Contaminant Generation
Generic contaminant generation/removal
DHW
Consumption rate (gal/ft2-day)
Environmental Control
Heating Setpoint Temperatures
Heating (F)
Heating set back (F)
Cooling Setpoint Temperatures
Cooling (F)
Cooling set back (F)
Heating Comfort PMV Setpoints
PMV Setpoint
PMV Setback
Cooling Comfort PMV Setpoints
PMV Setpoint
PMV Setback
Humidity Control
RH Humidification Setpoint (%)
RH Dehumidification Setpoint (%)
Ventilation Setpoint Temperatures
Natural Ventilation
Indoor min temperature control
Indoor max temperature control
Mechanical Ventilation
Mech vent cooling (F)
Delta T (delta F)
Minimum Fresh Air
Fresh air (ft3/min-person)
Mech vent per area (ft3/min-ft2)
CO2 Contaminant Setpoints
CO2 Setpoint (PPM)
Min CO2 Concentration (PPM)
Generic Contaminant Concentration Setpoint (PPM)
Lighting
Target Illuminance (fc)
Default display lighting density (W/ft2)
Gains
Computers Gains
Office Equipment Gains
Miscillaneous Gains
Catering Gains
Process Gains
Construction
Construction Template
Template
Construction
External Walls
Below grade walls
Flat roof
Pitched roof
Floors
Ground floor
Basement ground floor
External floor
Internal floor
Sub-Surfaces
Walls
Internal
Roof
External door
Internal Thermal Mass
Construction
Exposed area (ft2)
Adjacency
Geometry, Areas and Volumes
Fixed Surface Thicknesses
External Wall
Wall thickness (in)
Below grade wall
Below grade wall thickness (in)
Ground floor
Floor thickness (in)
Basement ground floor
Floor thickness (in)
External floor
Floor thickness (in)
Flat roof
Flat roof thickness (in)
Pitched roof
Pitched roof thickness (in)
Void Depths
Ceiling void depth (in)
Floor void depth (in)
Surface Convection
Heating Design
Inside convectoin algorithm
Outside convection algorithm
Cooling Design
Inside convectoin algorithm
Outside convection algorithm
Simulation
Inside convection algorithm
Outside convection algorithm
Linear Thermal Bridging at Junctions
Specify Psi Values
Airtightness
Model infiltration
Constant rate (ac/h)
Schedule
Delta T and Wind Speed Coefficients
Constant
Temperature
Velocity
Velocity squared
Cost
Sub structure cost (USD/ft2 (GIFA))
Structural frame type
Cost of Internal Finishes
Walls (USD/ft2)
Floors (USD/ft2)
Ceilings (USD/ft2)
Openings
Glazing Template
Template
External Windows
Glazing type
Layout
Dimensions
Type
Window to wall %
Window height (ft)
Window spacing (ft)

Zone 1: Bedrooms

Zone 2: Bath, Mechanical

Zone 3: Kitchen

Zone 4: Living

Domestic Bedroom
Residential spaces
Conditioned
Residential
1
Yes
Yes

Domestic Bathroom
Residential spaces
Conditioned
Residential
1
Yes
Yes

Domestic Kitchen
Residential spaces
Conditioned
Residential
1
Yes
Yes

Domestic Lounge
Residential spaces
Conditioned
Residential
1
Yes
Yes

Notes

Standard/Source (IECC 2015/Solar Decathlon/Online)

None specified

None specified

None specified

None specified

285.2514
2567.2626
291.77
2625.93

206.2978875
1856.680988
245.75
2211.75

207.718463
1869.466167
237.32
2135.88

188.322537
1694.902833
215.16
1936.44

0.010517039
Dwell_DomBed_Occ

0.014542078
Dwell_DomBath_Occ

0.014442626
Dwell_DomKitchen_Occ

0.015930117
Dwell_DomLounge_Occ

Light Manual Work (614 Btu/h-person)
0.9
0.000023726

Light Manual Work (614 Btu/h-person) Light Manual Work (614 Btu/h-person) Light Manual Work (614 Btu/h-person)
0.9
0.9
0.9
Men=1.00, Women=.85, Children=.75
0.000023726
0.000023726
0.000023726

ASHRAE, Ch. 8, Table 5

1
0.5

1
0.5

1
0.5

1
0.5

HVAC Textbook
HVAC Textbook

No

No

No

No

0

0.290841563

0.144426256

0

Engineering toolbox (30 gallons/person-day)

72
68

72
68

72
68

72
68

ASHRAE 55 for comfort
Solar Decathlon Restriction

72
74

72
74

72
74

72
74

ASHRAE 55 for comfort
Solar Decathlon Restriction (68 - 74F)

0.1
1

0.1
1

0.1
1

0.1
1

35
60

35
60

35
60

35
60

None specified
None specified

None specified
None specified

None specified
None specified

None specified
None specified

50
-90

50
-90

50
-90

50
-90

Mechanical ventilation unrestricted
Mechanical ventilation unrestricted

21.189
0

21.189
0.122

21.189
0

21.189
0

>15, .35 ACH --> Volume*.35/60 (ft^3/min-person)

900
600
0

900
600
0

900
600
0

900
600
0

9.29
0

9.29
0

9.29
0

9.29
0

None specified
.3326 W/ft2, Dwell_DomBed_Equip Schedule, .200 Radiant factor
None specified
None specified
None specified

None specified
None specified
0.000152725
None specified
None specified

None specified
None specified
0.000728726
None specified
None specified

None specified
None specified

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

(Wall) R=23.967, U=0.042
Not applicable
(Roof) R=52.029, U=0.019
Not applicable

(Wall) R=23.967, U=0.043
Not applicable
(Roof) R=52.029, U=0.020
Not applicable

(Wall) R=23.967, U=0.044
Not applicable
(Roof) R=52.029, U=0.021
Not applicable

(Wall) R=23.967, U=0.045
Not applicable
(Roof) R=52.029, U=0.022
Not applicable

Floors (ground) R=30.178, U=0.033
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Floors (ground) R=30.178, U=0.034
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Floors (ground) R=30.178, U=0.035
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Floors (ground) R=30.178, U=0.036
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

4 in. concrete slab, R=1.94, U=.516
0
Adjacent to ground

5 in. concrete slab, R=1.94, U=.516
0

6 in. concrete slab, R=1.94, U=.516
0

7 in. concrete slab, R=1.94, U=.516
0

Yes
10.5
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes
22
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes
25
Not applicable
Not applicable

Yes
10.5
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes
22
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes
25
Not applicable
Not applicable

Yes
10.5
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes
22
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes
25
Not applicable
Not applicable

Yes
10.5
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes
22
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Yes
25
Not applicable
Not applicable

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

TARP
DOE-2

TARP
DOE-2

TARP
DOE-2

TARP
DOE-2

TARP
DOE-2

TARP
DOE-2

TARP
DOE-2

TARP
DOE-2

TARP
DOE-2
Not applicable
Not applicable

TARP
DOE-2
Not applicable
Not applicable

TARP
DOE-2
Not applicable
Not applicable

TARP
DOE-2
Not applicable
Not applicable

Yes
0.04
On 24/7

Yes
0.04
On 24/7

Yes
0.04
On 24/7

Yes
0.04
On 24/7

1
0
0
0
0
Specify Later
Concrete

1
0
0
0
0
Specify Later
Concrete

1
0
0
0
0
Specify Later
Concrete

1
0
0
0
0
Specify Later
Concrete

Default
Default
Default
Default
Default
Default values inaccurate

Specify Later
Specify Later
Specify Later

Specify Later
Specify Later
Specify Later

Specify Later
Specify Later
Specify Later

Specify Later
Specify Later
Specify Later

Default values inaccurate
Default values inaccurate
Default values inaccurate

ZolaGlazing, U=.091, SHGC=.53, VT=.64

ZolaGlazing, U=.091, SHGC=.53, VT=.64 ZolaGlazing, U=.091, SHGC=.53, VT=.64 ZolaGlazing, U=.091, SHGC=.53, VT=.64 frame: ALumCladWood

ZolaExt
Not Applicable

ZolaExt
Not Applicable

ZolaExt
Not Applicable

ZolaExt
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Goal (Total) = 890.1413

No contaminant simulations needed

-0.5
-1.5

None specified
None specified

Table E-2 ASHRAE (Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality

<1000 (SD)

washer/dryer/fridge/freezer (kWh/year), rad. factor =.2
Stove/Oven/Dishwasher (kWh/year), radiant factor = .2

Still height (ft)
Reveal
Outside reveal depth (in)
Inside reveal depth (in)
Inside sill depth (in)
Frame and Dividers
Has a frame/dividers?
Construction
Dividers
Type
Width (in)
Horizotal dividers
Vertical dividers
Outside projection (in)
Inside projection (in)
Glass edge-centre conduction ratio
Frame
Frame width (in)
Frame inside projection (in)
Frame outside projection (in)
Glass edge-centre conduction ratio
Shading
Window shading
Local shading
Airflow Control Windows
Airflow control
Free Aperture
Opening position
% Glazing area opens
Internal Windows
Free Aperture
Opening position
Sloped Roof Windows/Skylights
Glazing type
Layout
Dimensions
Type
Frame and Dividers
Has a frame/dividers?
Shading
Window shading
Free Aperture
Opening position
% Glazing area opens
Doors
External
Auto generate
Lighting
Lighting Template
Template
General Lighting
On
Normalised power density (W/ft2-fc)
Schedule
Luminaire type
Radiant fraction
Visible fraction
Convective fraction
Lighting Control
On
Task and Display Lighting
On
Cost
Cost per area (USD/ft2 (GIFA))
HVAC
HVAC Template
Template
Mechanical Ventilation
On
Outside air definition method
Operation
Schedule
Heating
Heated
Max supply air temperature (F)
Max supply air humidity ratio (lb/lb)
Operation
Schedule
Cooling
Cooled
Min supply air temperature (F)
Min supply air humidity ratio (lb/lb)
Operation
Schedule
DHW
On
Natural Ventilation
On
Earth Tube
Include earthtube
Air Temperature Distribution
Distribution mode
Cost
HVAC cost (USD/ft2 (GIFA))
Other services costs (USD/ft2 (GIFA))
Outputs
Simulation Output Options
Name in last EnergyPlus calculation
Graphable Outputs
Surface heat transfer
Environmental
Internal gains including solar
Energy, HVAC, etc.
Termperature
Store surface output
Comfort and Environmental
Fanger
Pierce two node
Kansas State University two-node
Adaptive ASHRAE Standard 55
Adaptive CEN Standard 15251
Simple ASHRAE Standard 55
CFD
CFD Boundary Defaults
Inside surface temperature (internal surfaces) (F)
Inside surface temperature (external surfaces) (F)
Inside surface window temperature (F)
Average zone air temperature (F)
Incoming air temperature (F)
Advanced
Non-Orthogonal Boundary Settings
Element width (in)
Element height (in)
Face offset (in)
X-Spacing (in)
Y-Spacing (in)
X-Edge offset (in)
Y-Edge offset (in)

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Yes
AlumCladZola R=7.2, U=.14

Yes
AlumCladZola R=7.2, U=.14

Yes
AlumCladZola R=7.2, U=.14

Yes
AlumCladZola R=7.2, U=.14

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
0
0
0
0
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
0
0
0
0
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
0
0
0
0
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable
0
0
0
0
Not Applicable

4.6
0
0
1

4.6
0
0
1

4.6
0
0
1

4.6
0
0
1

No
No

No
No

No
No

No
No

No

No

No

No

Left
20

Left
20

Left
20

Left
20

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

Not Applicable
Not Applicable

No

No

No

No

LED

LED

LED

Yes

Yes

Yes

LED
LED
Yes

Dwell_DomBed_Light
Recessed
0
0.2
Not Applicable

Dwell_DomBath_Light
Recessed
0
0.2
Not Applicable

Dwell_DomKitchen_Light
Recessed
0
0.2
Not Applicable

Dwell_DomLounge_Light
Recessed
0
0.2
Not Applicable

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

132.44

132.44

132.44

132.44

Solar Decathlon HVAC

Solar Decathlon HVAC

Solar Decathlon HVAC

Solar Decathlon HVAC

Yes
By zone

Yes
3 min fresh air - per area

Yes
By zone

Yes
By zone

Dwell_DomBed_Occ

Dwell_DomBath_Occ

Dwell_DomKitchen_Occ

Dwell_DomLounge_Occ

Yes
95
0.016

Yes
95
0.016

Yes
95
0.016

Yes
95
0.016

Dwell_DomBed_Heat

Dwell_DomBath_Heat

Dwell_DomKitchen_Heat

Dwell_DomLounge_Heat

Yes
53.6
0.008

Yes
53.6
0.008

Yes
53.6
0.008

Yes
53.6
0.008

Dwell_DomBed_Cool

Dwell_DomBath_Cool

Dwell_DomKitchen_Cool

Dwell_DomLounge_Cool

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable

Not applicable
Not applicable

8782

8767

8793

8804

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
Yes

68
68
50
71.6
68

68
68
50
71.6
68

68
68
50
71.6
68

68
68
50
71.6
68

39.37
39.37
7.874
0
0
0
0

39.37
39.37
7.874
0
0
0
0

39.37
39.37
7.874
0
0
0
0

39.37
39.37
7.874
0
0
0
0

Default

Default
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